
Want to overcome your email challenges?
Get in touch with Pure360 and we can take you on a journey 

of maturity to ensure you are getting the most out of your 
email marketing. 

So what is stopping marketers enjoying the substantial 
benefits of more refined strategies?

Our in-depth analysis of the email marketing landscape 
uncovered a complex array of challenges. The picture varies 
from sector to sector and by individual objectives.

Overwhelming 
workload

Overreliance on the IT 
department for mail-outs

Lacking technical expertise 
to work with data
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My role is too broad

21%
Lack of appropriate
content

21%
Lack of dedicated resource
to email marketing

20%

Lack of adequate
technology infrastructure

19%

Stale email list

Industry challenges

Maturity level challenges

Despite the fact that most of the profession is using email in 
a relatively unsophisticated way, marketers still rate it as one 
of the most effective tools at their disposal.

Proportion whose email marketing is  
effective/very effective 

Proportion whose email marketing is  
sophisticated/very sophisticated

49% Awards`

51% PPC

60% SEO

63% Traditional marketing

67% Public relations

68% Content marketing

70% Social media

71% Events

77% Digital advertising

79% Branding

87% Website

53% PPC

54% Awards

56% SEO

73% Email marketing

66% PR activities

70% Events

73% Digital advertising

66% Content marketing

76% Branding

76% Social Media

82% Website

64% Email marketing

We found that the following strategies have generated 
a 20% overall improvement of email for marketers. 

Automated emails based  on
customer behaviour

Pre-emptive rather than 
reactive campaigns

More precise targeting 
based on better data use

20%
Overall improvement of 
email from marketers

From listening to digital marketers, it also became 
clear that some sectors are far ahead of others in the 
way that they achieve particular objectives.
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The lost twenty percent

The lost twenty percent

Marketers told us that, perhaps more than any other 
channel, the effectiveness of email is dramatically 
dependent on the intelligence of the approach behind it. 

There is a direct correlation between the sophistication of 
email marketing, and its effectiveness, competitiveness 
and financial return.

Proportion whose email marketing is  
effective/very effective 

Proportion whose email marketing is more 
effective than the competition  
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Our research found that the effectiveness of email marketing 
hinges on the sophistication of three crucial criteria.

measuring
maturity.
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However, it seems that where most brands fall short is 
when it comes to their use of data.

Based on these criteria our study found only one 
percent of digital marketers have reached the pinnacle 
of the Maturity Model. What’s more, only ten percent of 
firms sit in the top two levels.

Measuring maturity

Many brands seem to be stuck in the middle of the 
maturity journey, with retail leading the way with their 
particularly advanced strategies. 

The Interactor
Stage 5

The Predictor
Stage 4

The Recommender
Stage 3

The Segmenter
Stage 2

The Broadcaster
Stage 1

The Self Server
Stage 0

Measuring maturity

Measuring maturity

Characteristics: Omni-channel 
approach based on a single view of the 
customer

Objectives: Real-time, one-to-one 
interactions with individual customers

Tactics: Sophisticated content tailoring 
and individual customer targeting

The Interactor

Characteristics: Focus on lifecycle 
engagement and behaviour forecasting

Objectives: Long-term customer 
retention and loyalty

Tactics: Proactive campaigns based on 
predicted behaviour

The Predictor

Characteristics: Build relationships via 
frequent, targeted campaigns 

Objectives: Long-term customer 
engagement

Tactics: Re-engagement campaigns, 
product recommendations and upsell

The Recommender

Characteristics: Send messages far and 
wide to as many people as possible

Objectives: Opens and clicks, increase 
traffic and lead generation

Tactics: Monthly newsletters and regular 
product promotions

The Broadcaster

Characteristics: Sporadic outreach to a 
small list, using online solution with no 
support

Objectives: Grow their list, increase web 
traffic and sales

Tactics: Newsletters and occasional 
promotional emails

The Self Server

Characteristics: Relevant, targeted 
campaigns to demographic segments

Objectives: Increase revenue and 
engagement

Tactics: Welcome campaigns, simple 
trigger campaigns and identify lost 
opportunities

The Segmenter

Using our expertise and knowledge we have developed the 
Email Maturity Model, which reveals that the market is 
divided into six level of sophistication.

At Pure360 we set out to investigate how the UK marketing community is using email by interviewing digital 
marketers at large and medium-sized companies from a wide range of sectors.

We discovered great variety in the sophistication of approaches at work, from primitive scattergun
tactics to intelligent cross-channel communications that tap into every nuance of the customer
journey.

Our research found that only one percent of brands are using email to its full potential, while the
other 99 percent are missing out on significant returns. 

key findings


